Abstract-A machine-to-machine (M2M) system composed of low-power embedded devices powered by energy scavenging mechanisms is considered. The data and energy arrival as well as the channel state processes are all modeled as finite-state Markov processes. Assuming that the state transition probabilities characterizing these processes are unknown at the transmitter, a learning theoretic approach is introduced, and it is shown that the transmitter is able to learn the optimal transmission policy that maximizes the expected sum of the data transmitted during the transmitter's lifetime. In addition to the learning theoretic approach, online and offline optimization problems are also studied for the same setup. By characterizing the optimal performance for all three problems we identify the loss due to lack of transmitter's information regarding the behaviors of the underlying processes. Numerical results corroborate theoretical findings and show that, for a given number of learning iterations, the learning theoretic approach reaches a 90% of the performance of the online optimization problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
Energy harvesting (EH) has emerged as a powerful technology for complementing current battery-powered communication networks, such as machine-to-machine (M2M) or wireless sensor networks, in order to extend the network lifetime by harvesting ambient energy (solar, vibration, thermo-gradient, etc.). As opposed to battery limited devices, an EH transmitter can theoretically operate over an unlimited time; however, in practice transmitter's lifetime is limited by other factors and typically the harvested energy rates are quite low. Hence, in order to optimize the performance, with sporadic arrival of energy in limited amounts, it is critical to optimize the transmission policy using the available information regarding the energy and data arrival processes.
There has been a growing interest in the optimization of EH communication networks. Prior research can be grouped into two based on the assumptions on the information of the transmitter about the energy and data arrival processes. In the offline optimization framework, it is assumed that the transmitter has non-causal information on the exact data/energy arrival instants and amounts [1] - [7] ; while in the online optimization framework, the transmitter is assumed to have only a statistical information about the energy and data arrival processes [8] - [11] . On the other hand, in many practical systems either the characteristics of the underlying stochastic processes change over time, or it is not possible to know the system parameters before deploying the transmitters. Hence, neither online nor offline optimization frameworks will be satisfactory in these scenarios. Accordingly, to adapt the transmission scheme to the unknown system parameters, here we propose a learning theoretic approach.
We consider a point-to-point communication system in which the transmitter is equipped with an EH device and a finite-capacity rechargeable battery. Data and energy arrive at the transmitter in packets in a time-slotted fashion. At the beginning of each time-slot (TS) a data packet arrives and it is lost if not transmitted within the following TS. On the other hand, harvested energy can be stored in a finite size battery for future use. We model the data and energy packet arrivals as well as the channel state as Markov processes. The lifetime of an EH transmitter is not limited by the available energy; however, we assume that the transmitter might terminate its operation (due to physical limitations) at any TS with some fixed probability. The objective of the transmitter is to maximize the average amount of data transmitted to the destination during its lifetime under the packet deadline and battery constraints.
For this setup, we also study offline and online optimization problems. The solution for the offline optimization problem constitutes an upper bound for the online optimization and the difference between the two indicates the value of knowing the system behavior non-causally. Furthermore, we take a more practically relevant approach, and assume that the statistical information of the underlying Markov process is not known, and that, all the data and energy arrivals as well as the channel states are known causally. Under these assumptions, we propose a Q-learning algorithm for the transmitter operation, such that the transmitter learns the optimal transmission policy over time by performing actions and observing their immediate rewards, and we show that, its performance converges to the solution of the online optimization problem as learning time increases. The main technical contributions of the paper can be summarized as follows:
• We provide, to the best of our knowledge, the first learning theoretic optimization approach to the EH communication system optimization problem under stochastic data and energy arrivals.
• For the same system model, we provide a complete analysis by identifying the optimal transmission policy for both the online and offline optimization problems.
• We show that the proposed Q-learning algorithm converges to the solution of the online optimization problem.
• We provide a number of numerical results to corroborate our findings, and compare the performance of the learning optimization approach with the offline and online optimization approaches. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II is dedicated to a summary of the related literature. In Section III, we present the EH communication system model. In Section IV, we study the online optimization problem and characterize the optimal transmission policy through DP. In Section V, we propose a learning theoretic approach, and show that the transmitter is able to learn the system parameters and converge to the optimal transmission policy. The offline optimization problem is studied in Section VI. Finally in Section VII, the three approaches are compared and contrasted in different settings. Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
There is a growing literature on the optimization of the EH transmission schemes within both the online and offline frameworks. Optimal offline transmission strategies have been characterized for point-to-point systems with both data and energy arrivals in [1] and with battery imperfections in [2] ; for various multi-user scenarios in [3] , [4] and [5] ; and for fading channels in [6] and [7] . In the online framework the system is modeled as a Markov decision process (MDP) and dynamic programming (DP) based solutions are provided. In [8] authors assume that the packets arrive as a Poisson process, and each packet has a value, which also is a random variable. Modeling the battery state as a Markov process, the authors studied the optimal transmission policy that maximizes the average value of the received packets at the destination. In [9] , the minimum transmission error problem is addressed, where the data and energy arrivals are modeled as Bernoulli and Markov processes, respectively. In [10] , the causal state information assumption is relaxed by modeling the system as a partially observable Markov decision process. The long-term average rate is considered in [11] , and a low power nearoptimal transmission policy is proposed. In [12] and [13] , the problem of duty cycle optimization in EH systems with no statistical information about the energy arrival process is addressed. However, [12] and [13] consider only the issue of balancing harvested and consumed energy and do not study the problem of maximizing the data transmitted under stochastic data arrival or channel state.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a wireless transmitter equipped with an EH device and a small rechargeable battery. The communication system operates in a time-slotted fashion over TSs of equal duration. We assume that both data and energy arrive in packets at each TS. The channel remains constant during each TS while its state changes from one TS to the next. We consider strict delay constraints for the transmission of data packets; that is, each data packet needs to be transmitted within the TS following its arrival. This constraint might stem for the time-sensitivity of the transmitted data, or the lack of a data buffer at the transmitter.
Theoretically an EH transmitter can achieve perpetual operation as long as there is data and energy available in the system; however, this is not possible in practice due to the finite lifetime of its components. Accordingly, we assume that the transmitter has a certain small probability (1 − γ) of terminating its operation at each TS. Hence, the transmitter is interested in maximizing the expected value of the total amount of data transmitted during its lifetime.
The sizes of the data/energy packets arriving at the beginning of each TS are modeled as correlated time processes following a first-order discrete-time Markov model [9] , [10] . Let D n be the size of the data packet arriving at TS n, where
be the probability of the data packet size process going form state d j to state d k in one TS. Each energy packet is assumed to be an integer multiple of a fundamental energy unit. Let E H n denote the amount of energy harvested during TS n, where E H n ∈ E {e 1 , . . . , e NE }, and p e (e j , e k ) is the state transition probability function. The energy harvested during TS n, E H n , is stored in the battery and can be used for data transmission at the beginning of TS n+1. The battery has a limited size of B max energy units. Let H n be the channel state during TS n, where H n ∈ H {h 1 , . . . , h NH }. We assume that H n also follows a Markov model and p h (h j , h k ) is the state transition probability.
For each channel state H n and packet size D n , the transmitter knows which is the amount of minimum energy E T n required to transmit the arriving data packet to the destination.
where E u is a discrete set of integer multiples of the fundamental energy unit. We assume that if the transmitter spends E T n energy units for transmission, the packet is transmitted successfully.
In each TS n the transmitter knows the battery state B n , the size of the arriving packet D n , and the amount of energy E T n needed to transmit this packet. At the beginning of each TS, the transmitter makes a binary decision: to transmit or to drop the incoming packet. Moreover, the transmitter must guarantee that the energy spent in a TS is not greater than the energy available in the battery B n . Let X n ∈ {0, 1} be the indicator function of the event that the packet D n is transmitted in TS n. Then ∀n ∈ Z we have
Our goal is to maximize the expected sum of the transmitted data over the lifetime of the transmitter:
where 0 < 1 − γ ≤ 1 is the independent and identically distributed probability of the transmitter to terminate operation at each TS.
A MDP provides a mathematical framework for modeling decision-making situations where outcomes are partly random and partly under the control of the decision maker [14] . The EH communication system, as described above, constitutes a finite-state discrete-time MDP. A MDP is defined via the
where S is the set of possible states, A is the set of actions, p xi (s j , s k ) denotes the transition probability from state s j to state s k when action x i is taken, and R xi (s j , s k ) is the immediate reward yielded when in state s j action x i is taken and the state changes to s k . In our model the state of the system in TS n is S n and it has four components
Since all components of S n are discrete, there exist a finite number of possible states and the set of states is denoted by S = {s 1 , . . . , s NS }. The set of actions is A ∈ {0, 1} where actions 0 and 1 indicate that the packet is dropped or transmitted, respectively. If the immediate reward yielded by action x i ∈ A when the state changes from S n to S n+1 in TS n is R xi (S n , S n+1 ), the objective of a MDP is to find the optimal transmission policy π(·) : S → A that maximizes the expected discounted sum reward. In our problem setting, the immediate reward function is R Xn (S n , S n+1 ) = X n D n , and the expected discounted sum reward is equivalent to (3), where γ corresponds to the discount factor and X n = π(S n ).
Given the policy π and the current state S n , the state of the battery in the next TS, B n+1 , is ubiquitously determined by (2) . The other state components are randomly determined using the state transition probability functions. Since state transitions depend only on the current state and the transmitter's current action, the model under consideration fulfills the Markov property.
Next, we introduce the state-value function and the actionvalue function which will be instrumental in solving the MDP [15] . The state-value function is defined as follows:
It is, intuitively, the expected discounted reward of policy π when the system is in state s j . The action-value function, defined as
intuitively, is the expected discounted reward when the system is in state s j , takes action x i ∈ A, and follows policy π thereafter. A policy π is said to be better than or equal to policy π , denoted by π ≥ π , if its expected discounted reward is higher or equal in all states, i.e., π ≥ π if
The optimal policy π * is the policy that is better than or equal to any other policy. Eqn. (4) indicates that the state-value function V π (S n ) can be expressed as a combination of the expected immediate reward and the state value function of the next state, V π (S n+1 ). The same happens with the action-value function.
There are three approaches to solve the optimization problem in (3) depending on the available information at the transmitter. If the transmitter has prior information on the values of p xi (s j , s k ) and R xi (s j , s k ), the problem falls into the online optimization framework, and we can use DP [16] to find the optimal transmission policy π *
IV. ONLINE OPTIMIZATION
We first consider the problem in which the EH communication system constitutes a MDP and the transmitter knows the state transition probabilities p xi (s j , s k ) and the immediate reward function R xi (s j , s k ). We employ policy iteration (PI) [17] , a DP algorithm, to find the optimal policy in (3). PI is designed to solve finite-state and finite-action MDPs. The key idea is to use the structure of (4) and (5) to obtain the optimal policy. PI is based on two steps: 1) policy evaluation, and 2) policy improvement.
In the policy evaluation step the value of a policy π is evaluated by computing the value function V π (s j ). In principle, (4) is solvable but at the expense of laborious calculations when S is large. Instead, PI uses an iterative method; given (6) for all s j ∈ S, where l is the iteration number of the estimation process. It can be shown that the sequence
With policy evaluation, one evaluates how good a policy π is by computing its expected discounted reward at each state s j ∈ S.
In the policy improvement state, the PI algorithm looks for a policy π that is better than the previously evaluated policy π. The Policy Improvement Theorem [16] states that if
for all s j ∈ S then policy π is better than π. Policy improvement finds the new policy π by selecting the best action according to Q π (s j , x i ) in each state. In each policy improvement step the new policy π is chosen as
PI works iteratively by first evaluating V π (s j ), finding a better policy π , then evaluating V π (s j ), and finding a better policy π , and so on so forth. When the same policy is found in two consecutive iterations we conclude that the algorithm has converged. The performance of the proposed algorithm and the comparison with other approaches will be given in Section VII. Remark 1. We want to point out that different from the solution of the MDP in [8] , the optimal policy in our problem does not have a "threshold" formulation; in our model the energy cost of transmitting each packet is different and depends on the channel state as well as the packet size.
V. LEARNING THEORETIC APPROACH
In this section we consider the problem setup in Section III assuming that the transmitter has no knowledge of the transition probabilities p xi (s j , s k ) and the immediate reward function R xi (s j , s k ). We use Q-learning, a learning technique originating from RL, to find the optimal transmission policy. Q-learning relies only on the assumption that the underlying system can be modeled as a MDP and that in each learning iteration the immediate reward R Xn (S n , S n+1 ) after taking action X n is known. This, in our particular problem, is nothing but the size of the transmitted packet D n ; hence, it is readily known at the transmitter. Eqn. (5) 
where Q n (s j , x i ) is the estimate of Q π * (s j , x i ) in the n-th learning iteration and α n is the learning rate factor. If all actions are taken with non-zero probability, 0 ≤ γ < 1 and the sequence α n fulfills certain constrains, the sequence Q n (s j , x i ) is proven to converge to Q π * (s j , x i ) with probability 1 as n → ∞ [18] . For more details about RL and Q-learning the reader is referred to [15] , [19] . In Section VII performance of the Q-learning algorithm in our problem setup is evaluated and compared with the other approaches. Remark 2. In this work we have assumed that 0 ≤ γ < 1. However, the case with γ = 1, in which case the transmitter never terminates its operation, is also of interest. In the online and learning theoretic formulations, the problem with γ = 1 falls into the category of average reward maximization problems, which cannot be solved with Q-learning unless a finite number of TSs or the presence of absorbing states in the MDP is considered. Alternatively, one can take advantage of average-reward RL algorithms. Nevertheless, the convergence properties of these methods are not well understood. PI cannot be used either since the policy evaluation step is not guaranteed to converge. In that case, average reward DP algorithms can be used to find the optimal policies.
VI. OFFLINE OPTIMIZATION
In this section we consider the problem setup in Section III assuming that all the future data/energy arrivals as well as the channel variations are known non-causally at the transmitter before the transmission starts. As a consequence, offline approach optimizes the transmission policy over a realization of the MDP for a finite number of TSs, whereas the learning theoretic and online optimization approaches optimize the expected value over an infinite horizon.
The offline optimization problem can be rewritten as follows
where B = (B 0 , . . . , B N ) and X = (X 0 , . . . , X N ). Note that we have replaced the equality constraint in (3) with two inequality constraints. Hence, the problem in (9) is a relaxed version of (3). To see that the two problems are indeed equivalent, we need to show that any solution to (9) is also a solution to (3) . If the optimal solution to (9) satisfies (9c) or (9d) with equality, then it is a solution to (3) as well. Assume that X, B is an optimal solution to (9) , and that, for some n, B n fulfills both of the constraints (9c) and (9d) with strict inequality whereas the other components satisfy at least one constraint with equality. In this case, we can always find a B + n > B n such that at least one of the constraints is satisfied with equality. Since B + n > B n , (9b) is not violated and X remains to be feasible, achieving the same objective value. In this case, X is feasible and a valid optimal solution to (3) since B + n satisfies the constraint (2). The problem in (9) is a mixed integer linear optimization problem (MILP) since it has affine objective and constraint functions, while the optimization variable X n is constrained to be integer. This problem is known to be NP-hard; however, there are algorithms combining relaxation tools with smart exhaustive search methods to reduce the solution time. Notice that, if one relaxes the binary constraint on X n to 0 ≤ X n ≤ 1, (9) becomes a linear programming (LP) problem. We call the optimization problem in (9) the complete-problem and its relaxed version the LP-problem. We define O as the feasible set for the complete-problem and R as the feasible set for the LP-problem. Since O is a subset of R, the optimal value of the LP-problem provides an upper bound to the completeproblem. If an optimal solution of the LP-problem belongs to O, it is also an optimal solution to the complete-problem.
Most available MILP solvers employ an LP based branchand-bound algorithm [20] . Branch-and-bound works by generating disjunctions; that is to partition the feasible set O of the complete-problem into smaller subsets O k and to explore each subset O k recursively. The algorithm maintains a list L of active subproblems over all the active subsets O k created. Let CsP(k) be the k-th active subproblem over the k-th subset O k . The objective value of any feasible solution to CsP(k) is a lowerbound to the complete-problem. The feasible solution along all the subproblems CsP(k) with the highest objective is called the incumbent and its objective value is denoted by I max . LetX k be the optimal solution, and I k its objective value corresponding to the LP-problem version of CsP(k). There are three options: 1) IfX k ∈ O k , we update I max = max{I k , I max } and all subproblems in L such that I k < I max are discarded; 2) IfX k / ∈ O k and I k ≤ I max , then the optimal solution of CsP(k) can not improve I max and the subproblem CsP(k) is discarded, and 3) IfX k / ∈ O k and I k > I max , then CsP(k) requires further exploration, which is done by branching, i.e., creating two new subproblems of CsP(k) by dividing its feasible set O k . A simple branching procedure is as follows. Assume that the n-th element ofX k X k n is not in O k , then we can formulate a logical disjunction for the n-th element of the optimal solution X n ∈ O k as
where · and · are the integer upper and lower parts, respectively. With this logical disjunction the algorithm creates two new subsets O k and O k , one associated with each of the linear constraints, which divide O k into two. The two subproblems, CsP(k ) and CsP(k ), associated to the new subsets O k and O k , respectively, replace CsP(k) in L. The highest optimal value of the LP-problem version associated with the active subproblems L is a valid upperbound on the complete-problem. The algorithm terminates when the incumbent and the upperbound are equal, in which case the list L is empty. Reference [20] presents a survey on software tools for MILP. In our numerical analysis in Section VII we provide the optimal performance for the offline optimization approach using the above branch-and-bound algorithm as well as the upperbound derived using the LP relaxation. Remark 3. We note tha the LP relaxation of (9) corresponds to the problem in which the transmitter does not make binary decisions, and is allowed to transmit the packets partially. It is assumed in this case that transmitting α portion of packet D n , with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, requires αE T n energy.
VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
To compare the performance of the three approaches that we have proposed, we focus on a sample scenario of the EH communication system presented in Section III. We assume that the transmitter at each TS either harvests two units of energy or does not harvest any, i.e., E = {0, 2}. We denote p e (2, 2) , the probability of harvesting two energy units in TS n given that the same amount was harvested in TS n − 1, by p H . In our simulations we will study the effect of p H on the system performance and the convergence behavior of the learning algorithm. We set p e (0, 0), the probability of not harvesting any energy unit in TS n when no energy was harvested in TS n − 1, to 0.9. The battery size is set to B max = 5 energy units. The possible packet sizes are D n ∈ D = {1, 2} data units with state transition probabilities p d (1, 1) = p d (2, 2) = 0.9. We assume that the channel can be either in "good" or "bad" state. Let the channel state at TS n be H n ∈ H = {good, bad} and the state transition probability function be p h (good, good) = p h (bad, bad) = 0.9. The energy required to transmit a packet of unit size is one and two energy units when the channel is in "good" and "bad" states, respectively. A packet of two data units requires twice the energy of a packet of one data unit. Additionally, the probability of the transmitter terminating its operation in each TS is 1 − γ = 0.1.
We generate 200 realizations of 100 random state transitions and study the performance of the proposed algorithms. In particular, we consider the LP relaxation of the offline optimization problem, the offline optimization problem solved with the branch-and-bound algorithm, the online optimization problem solved with PI, the learning theoretic approach based on Q-learning 1 , and finally, a greedy algorithm which assumes casual knowledge of B n , D n , H n , and transmits a packet whenever there is enough energy in the battery.
Notice that the LP relaxation solution is an upper bound on the performance of the offline optimization problem, which, in turn, is an upper bound on the online problem. At the same time the performance of the online optimization problem is an upper bound on learning theoretic and the greedy approaches. In Figure 1 we illustrate, together with the performance of the other approaches, the expected sum transmitted data of the learning theoretic approach against the time evolution. We can see that after 200 TSs the learning algorithm reaches a 90% of the performance achieved by online optimization, while after 2 · 10 5 TSs the performance is 99% of the optimal. We can conclude that the learning theoretic approach is able to learn the optimal policy as the number of TSs increases. We also observe from Figure 1 that the performance of the greedy algorithm is notably inferior compared to the other approaches. Figure 2 displays the expected sum of transmitted data for different p H values. Here we show the performance of the learning theoretic approach after having learned for 10 3 TSs, since after this learning period the learning algorithm reaches a transmission policy that is very close to the optimal. As expected, performances of all the approaches increase as the average amount of harvested energy increases with p H . It can be seen that the online approach achieves a 87% of the performance of the offline approach when p H = 0.5, while for p H = 0.9 it reaches 95%. This is due to the fact that the underlying Markov process governing the energy arrivals becomes less random as p H increases; and hence, the online algorithm can better estimate its future states and adapt to it.
Since the learning theoretic approach is upper bounded by online optimization, they have similar behaviors. Its performance achieves 84% of the online optimization for p H = 0.5 and 97% for p H = 0.9. The Q-learning algorithm learns faster and performs better when the underlying Markov processes are less random. Additionally, we observe from Figure 2 that the performance of the greedy approach is about 50% of the offline approach, indicating the superiority of smarter solutions to exploit the available energy. 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have considered an EH communication system with stochastic data and energy packet arrivals and time-varying channel states, all modeled by Markov processes, as well as strict packet deadline and battery constraints. We have optimized the expected sum of data transmitted during the lifetime of the transmitter for different degrees of system information available at the transmitter. A learning theoretic approach, which does not rely on any statistical information of the system, or noncausal information on the energy or data packets, has been proposed. In addition to the learning theoretic approach, we have considered online and offline optimization approaches. It has been shown that the performance of the learning theoretic approach reaches the optimal performance of the online optimization problem as the time index goes to infinity. Numerical results have corroborated the theoretical findings, and we have shown that, for 10 3 learning iterations, the learning theoretic approach reaches a 90% of the performance of the optimal online optimization scheme.
